


JUST A BITE OR TWO (Danielle & Shira Abkin)
@justabiteortwo
We are Shira and Danielle - two sisters who love food! We work 
with local businesses and restaurants in promoting them on 
our Instagram food blog. Our main aim is to create a sense of 
community between ourselves, restaurants and other foodies. 
We unashamedly love avocado on toast, and much more, and 
are super grateful that we’ve been able to turn our passion into 
a small, but growing business! Most importantly though, you’ll 
never find us having just a bite or two...

PRIZE: FREE ADVERTISING PACKAGE OR 
RESTAURANT VOUCHER

NUTRITION BY YASMIN (Yasmin Alexander)
@nutritionbyyasmin | www.nutritionbyyasmin.com
Nutrition By Yasmin is a nutritional consultancy business 
offering 1-1 nutrition packages to individuals wanting to 
improve their health and reach their goals through nutrition 
and lifestyle changes. Nutrition By Yasmin also specialises in 
women’s health and corporate wellness, where education is at 
the heart of everything we do.

PRIZE: 1 HOUR NUTRITION CONSULTATION



MINTINI BABY (Rafi & Tara Bloom)
@mintinibaby |  www.mintinibaby.com
Children’s and baby clothing company

PRIZE: WINTER BABY JACKET 

THE A-GENCY (Aimee Belchak)
@aimeebelchak | www.thea-gency.co.uk 
The A-gency is a Jewish blind dating agency, taking finding 
love back to basics. The A-gency is strictly no online profiles, no 
photos and no swiping in sight. I match people based on their 
signup forms, photos, a phone conversation, and my intuition. I 
then arrange all the logistics of the dates to ensure they remain 
completely blind until the very last moment. The individuals 
then receive a text 5 minutes before to find out the name of 
the person they’re meeting.  The A-gency is currently open for 
those aged 22 - 36 years old, Jewish, and based in London. 

PRIZE: MEMBERSHIP TO THE A-GENCY

AUSSIE TAN BY SARA (Sara Baddiel)
@aussietan_bysara

I do spray tanning for body/face/legs what ever you choose 
to get done. My colours are organic and natural and I have 6 
different colours to choose from so we can find one best suited 
for anyone’s skin tone. Feel bronzed and fabulous all year round!

PRIZE: FULL BODY SPRAY TAN



CANO WATER (Ariel Booker, Perry Alexander
Fielding & Josh White)
@canowater | www.canowater.com

Only 7% of plastic is recycled. The rest will sit on our planet for 
the next 450 years and ends up in our forests, oceans or even our 
stomachs. Recycling plastic isn’t working. We believe switching 
to aluminum is the fastest solution to plastic pollution. It’s why 
we put water in a can. CanO Water is an infinitely recyclable 
alternative, with a mission to stop a billion plastic bottles from 
entering our environment! 

PRIZE: 2 X CASES OF 24 CANS EACH

C JEWELLERY LONDON (Cassie Brin)
@c.jewellerylondon | www.cjewellerylondon.com
After completing a jewellery course in 2019, I started to make 
my own personalised necklaces and earrings. My friends and 
family loved the pieces I was creating and asked me if I would 
make jewellery for them. I posted my necklaces on Instagram 
and started to receive orders from more and more customers. 
I had spotted a gap in the market for affordable, personalised 
jewellery and C Jewellery was born to allow everyone to buy 
unique jewellery. We create long-lasting pieces of jewellery 
that can be worn day or night, which is why our products are 
made from gold vermeil, gold filled and sterling silver.

PRIZE: £50 GIFT VOUCHER

MATTY’S KITCHEN LTD (Matty Caplin)
@mattys.kitchen | www.mattyskitchen.co.uk
Matty’s Kitchen Bakery was founded by Matty Caplin, lover of all 
food and professional baker. Baking from his home in Bushey, all 
of Matty’s products are made freshly to order, using the highest 
quality ingredients. He specialises in Chocolate Marshmallow 
Tea Cakes, which have a biscuit base, marshmallow fluff centre 
& encased in a Belgian chocolate shell. He is also known for 
his delicious cookies and many other bakes!

*Unsupervised – GIFT does not take responsibility for the kashrut of these items. 
Consumers should make their own enquiries.

PRIZE: MATTY’S KITCHEN HOODIE



FIAMMA AROMAS (Sarah David & Emma
Rosenblatt)
@fiammaaromas | www.fiammaaromas.com
Fiamma Aromas is on a mission to promote wellbeing through 
the power of scent. We’re passionate about giving you the tools 
to quieten your mind and set your soul alight. Self-care and 
innate health is our top priority, powered by our three core 
principles of wellbeing, sustainability, and consciousness – we 
aim to spark a stronger you and build a better world, through 
the power of scent. Our current products include: Wax melts 
- highly fragranced, with a long-last throw and mindfulness
candles - with some wisdom on the side. All of our products
are hand-crafted and vegan and we're committed to plastic-
free and sustainable packaging.

PRIZE: STARTER KIT GIFT BOX 

GLOWGO (Michael Davis)
@glowgo_uk

Glowgo is a family run business set up a year ago. We are a 
mobile car valeting company, we come to wherever you are be 
it home or office. We make having your car cleaned an easy job, 
and one more thing you can tick off your to-do list.

PRIZE: CAR WASH

MILIPILI (Gianina Dwek)
@milipili_uk | www.milipili.co.uk
milipili is an eco-friendly brand based in Manchester that aims 
to make a positive social and environmental impact. We sell 
ethically made tie dye loungewear in sustainable packaging. 
Each product is one-of-a-kind and hand dyed with love. We 
currently stock limited edition unisex pastel tie dye t-shirts and 
sweatshirts in sizes XS to XL. 10% of the profits on all sales go 
to amazing UK charities: GIFT, Camp Simcha, Above & Beyond 
and the Cystic Fibrosis Trust. Please support our small indie 
business and be sure to use code ‘Gift10’ for 10% off your first 
order.

PRIZE: MILIPILI T-SHIRT



SHELLI (Shelli Epstein)
@shelliepstein | www.shelliepstein.co.uk
My goal is to help you reach your fitness goals and make it 
fun. Your fitness journey and experience should be fun and 
enjoyable, you should look forward to your gym session. My 
purpose is to have a positive and motivating impact on other 
people’s lives. I hope to motivate and inspire you and make 
your training enjoyable and energising, so you can leave our 
sessions feeling good and fulfilled. Everyone is unique so let’s 
spread body positivity and embrace the skin we are in. It would 
be an honour to join you on your journey and guide you to 
becoming the best and strongest version of yourself.

PRIZE: 3 1:1 PT SESSIONS

SCULPT WITH SARA (Sar Geller)
@sculpt.with.sara
Hi, I am Sara Geller and my business is called Sculpt With Sara. 
I am a Level 3 qualified personal trainer providing a bespoke 
service for my clients. I have always had a passion for fitness, 
health and wellbeing and my goal as a trainer is to bring the 
fun back into workouts, whilst also working towards your goals. 
I believe it is possible to get the results you want by leading a 
balanced and healthy lifestyle! I am hardworking, flexible and 
always ensure I give 100% to my clients!

PRIZE: 2 PERSONAL TRAINING SESSIONS

DTHREE STUDIOS (Farrah Goldberg)
@dthree_designstudios | www.dthreestudios.com

Established in 2019, Dthree Studios is a London-based 
interior and architecture design studio specialising in private 
residential, retail and commercial spaces. The studio is built on 
three integral pillars that we use in our approach to execute 
each project. We believe all great designs and ideas begin 
with a drawing. By collaborating with our clients we translate 
these ideas into a design to reflect their unique requirements 
and individual personalities. These spaces are developed into 
elegantly crafted environments by bringing in new styles, 
optimising space and providing them a timeless solutions.

PRIZE: ROOM DESIGN PACKAGE 



SODAFIT (Charlie Gothelf)
@soda_fitness | www.sodafit.co.uk
SoDaFit is a fitness company which highlights the fun in 
working out. We aim to show you that bettering yourself, and 
making the lifestyle change to a happier you can be done in 
a fun, unique way. SoDaFit prides itself in creating a fitness 
environment which is enjoyable, friendly & inclusive. The 
company offers personal training, creative themed fitness 
classes (80s aerobics, boyband, boxing and more!) as well as 
wedding (hen parties, first wedding dances) & dance tuition. 
SoDaFit allows you to immerse yourself in this feel-good 
environment. You will leave every time keen to come back to 
continue your fitness journey.

PRIZE: 1 HOUR PERSONAL TRAINING SESSION

VANILLA & BOW (Joella Gothold)
@vanilla_and_bow
Passionate about gift giving and making things look pretty, 
Joella established Vanilla & Bow in February 2020. The 
idea was born in Israel to provide care packages and baked 
goods to family and friends living abroad. Over Covid, it has 
temporarily relocated to London and she is enjoying servicing 
the community here.

PRIZE: BOX OF OREO FUDGE BROWNIES

NAMERY (Shevy Gruzman)
@namery_by_shevy | www.shelliepstein.co.uk

I sell personalised gifts, and do personalised things for events.

PRIZE: A FILLED PERSONALISED SWEET DISH



NAILS BY RISHANA (Rishana Hikmet)
@nailsbyrishana
A nail business focusing on shellac and nail art. 

PRIZE: MANICURE

BYHAYLES (Hayley Harrod)
@byhayles | www.byhayles.etsy.com
My name is Hayley Harrod and I created byhayles during lock-
down when my baby boy was 6 months old. I’ve always had a 
passion for all things personalised and being creative. byhayles 
is a collection of gorgeous, thoughtful gifts, from new babies to 
adults, hand crafted clothing and accessories, all either hand 
painted or sewn by me. You can design your own items and 
join the creative process and watch your items being made on 
my social media. If you are looking for something completely 
unique, byhayles is for you.

PRIZE: VEGAN LEATHER POUCH WITH 2 LETTER 
PATCHES 

JENNA HOPE NUTRITION (Jenna Hope)
@jennahopenutrition | 
www.jennahopenutrition.com

Jenna is a nutritionist registered with The Association for Nu-
trition, Jenna works with individuals, corporate clients, brands 
and the media to provide practical and sustainable nutrition 
advice to help optimise individual’s long-term health.

PRIZE: AN INITIAL CONSULTATION AND A FOLLOW UP 
CONSULTATION 



BEAUTY BY HANNAH (Hannah Jacobs)
@beautybyhannahj | www.hannahjbeauty.co.uk

I’m a beauty therapist working from my home salon in Bushey, 
I’ve been a therapist for 8 years now and absolutely love my job 
and my clients!

PRIZE: £30 VOUCHER TOWARDS A TREATMENT OF YOUR 
CHOICE

PASTA BY ED HOWARD (Edward Howard)
@edchoward
We make delicious and fresh kosher homemade pasta and 
sauces, with a wide variety to choose from you will love our 
food! 

PRIZE: 2 PORTIONS OF FETTUCINE WITH ROSE SAUCE

PROJECT YOU (Shoshi Kaye)
@shoshikaye.projectyou
I’m a Personal Trainer and Nutrition Coach with 7 years fitness 
industry experience.  Project You is my mission to help women 
look and feel their best through building maintainable, health-
ful habits. I take a holistic approach to health and fitness; look-
ing at the individual’s lifestyle overall. I focus on optimal nutri-
tion, behaviour change, sleep, and exercise, to help women get 
to where they want to be, whilst keeping a positive relationship 
with themselves, food and exercise. I help women get strong, 
and build confidence within themselves. My aim is to empow-
er the women I work with to have tools for life that will keep 
them feeling their best.

PRIZE: 4 WEEKS OF NUTRITION COACHING



GO GET PERSONALISED (Sophia Levy & 
Holly Pollack)
@gogetpersonalised | www.gogetpersonalised.co.uk

Go Get Personalised, founded by best friends Holly and Sophia 
was created to encourage self-expression and individuality to 
your everyday wardrobe. With infinite personalisation options 
we give you the thrill of creating a bespoke and entirely unique 
item each and every time. We offer a variety of products that 
range from t-shirts and sweatshirts to baby grows and face 
masks all in a spectrum of colours, both neutral and bright. 
Focused on delivering bespoke items which won’t break the 
bank, we have created the perfect gift for that special someone 
or just a present to yourself because why not!

PRIZE: PERSONALISED SWEATSHIRT

SASHA KEENE MAKEUP (Sasha Keene)
@sashakeenemua | www.sashakeenemua.com
Sasha is a freelance Makeup Artist based in and around Lon-
don. She has been in the industry for just over 7 years and 
specialises in Bridal and Editorial Makeup. She was previously 
part of the Lead Artist team for Charlotte Tilbury Beauty and 
worked closely with a number of celebrity clients.

PRIZE: A 1-2-1 MAKEUP LESSON

ARIA ENTERTAINMENT (Katy Lipson)
@ariaents | www.aria-entertainment.com

Aria Entertainment is a theatrical production company, formed 
by Katy Lipson in 2012. Recent productions include: The UK 
Premiere tour of The Addams Family, Hair the Musical, Mame 
starring Tracie Bennett and The Last 5 Years, which will transfer 
to the Vaudeville Theatre in London’s West End this autumn! 
Their next production will be the World Premiere of Cruise, by 
Jack Holden at the Duchess Theatre, following its smash hit 
online stream in March/April 2021.

PRIZE: 2 TICKETS TO THE LAST 5 YEARS AT THE 
VAUDEVILLE THEATRE



MARLOW LONDON (Chloe Marlow)
@marlow_london | www.marlowlondon.com

Marlow London is a British accessories brand encouraging 
self-love, optimism and expression through words, colour 
and craftsmanship. Based in London, Marlow London designs 
beautifully and consciously crafted unique laser-cut leather 
goods inspired by self-love, empowerment and mental health 
to bring positivity and solace through words that can touch 
deeply, resonate and inspire.

PRIZE: LEATHER KEYRING

DOCTOR.SOURDOUGH  (Talya Masher)
@doctor.sourdough 

Dr Sourdough began during lockdown as a maternity leave 
hobby, selling a range of sourdough goodies on Instagram. 
Sourdough is now competing with hospital shifts but I can’t 
shake the pleasure I get from the kitchen!

PRIZE: SOURDOUGH FOCACCIA AND 4 CINNAMON BUNS

EVIE DESIGNS (Evie Miller)
@evie.designs 
www.etsy.com/uk/shop/EvieDesignsShop

I create bespoke designs for every occasion - from upcycled 
bottle vases to wedding invites to commissioned paintings, I 
love creating with my customers and bringing their vision to 
life!

PRIZE: A BESPOKE DESIGN OF YOUR CHOICE



GARLIC & GANACHE (Tanya Ohana)
@garlic.and.ganache

Tanya Ohana is a London based food blogger and recipe 
developer. Growing up on the Mediterranean in Gibraltar has 
heavily influenced her cooking style - from using spices to 
flavour her food to her love of fresh produce and herbs. Along 
with her food demos and how-tos, Tanya also sells artisanal 
popcorn in a variety of flavours for both personal and event use.  

PRIZE: VIRTUAL COOKING/BAKING CLASS

ALON PINHAS TRAINING  (Alon Pinhas)
@alonpinhastraining 

My project is to inject as much positive and healthy energy into 
as many people’s lives as possible!

PRIZE: 1 HOUR TRAINING SESSION

BEAUTY BY AMBERLEY  (Amberley Pell)
@beautybyamberley

Beauty by Amberley is a mobile beauty service covering North 
West London. Amberley offers high quality, Covid-safe beauty 
treatments in the comfort of your own home. The treatments 
include manicures, pedicures, shellac/gel polish, massages, 
facials, waxing and eyelash/eyebrow tinting.

PRIZE: £30 VOUCHER TOWARDS ANY TREATMENT



INTOUCH SERVICES (Alexander Rudette)
@intouchservices | www.intouchservices.co.uk

We specialise in remote virtual IT support services for those 
without technical expertise. From issues with your phone to 
recommendations on what laptop to buy we use our expertise 
to provide you the best service possible.

PRIZE: 30 MINUTE IT SUPPORT SESSION WORTH £30

JESSICA SCHOCHET MAKEUP 
(Jessica Schochet)
@jessicaschochetmakeup

Professional makeup artist trained by the London School of 
Makeup, specialising in bridal and occasion makeup.

PRIZE: BEAUTY MAKEOVER

STYLED.GILA (Gila Sandler)
@styled.gila

Hi I’m Gila and I’m a LCS qualified Women’s Personal Stylist. 
I offer Personal Shopping services, Wardrobe Edits and other 
bespoke services. Whether you’re looking to elevate your cur-
rent style, build a cohesive wardrobe that works well for you, 
your body shape and your lifestyle, or looking for that perfect 
outfit for a special occasion, I’ve got you covered! When you’re 
looking your very best you feel confident and empowered, your 
personality comes to life and your silhouette sings. Just as my 
slogan says... “Be Beautiful, Be Confident, Be You” So let’s hit the 
fitting room and get styling!

PRIZE: WARDROBE EDIT



FOR THE LOVE OF BEADS (Emma Serfaty)
@fortheloveof_beads_

Customisable, personalised mask chains. The perfect accessory 
to our new normal. 

PRIZE: MASK/SUNGLASSES CHAIN

GIFT UNIQUE LONDON (Liat Shamash)
@giftuniquelondon | www.giftuniquelondon.co.uk

Gift Unique London offers bespoke handmade gifts that your 
loved ones will treasure forever. We specialise in personalised 
and unique gifts for every and any occasion! Whether your 
celebrating engagements, weddings, a housewarming, a 
newborn and more! Your one-stop shop for all your personalised 
gifting needs.

PRIZE: A PERSONALISED APRON

BEAUTY BY LUCY (Lucy Selwyn)
@beautyby_lucy1

Mobile beautician in North London offering beauty services 
from nails to lashes in the comfort of your home!

PRIZE: SHELLAC MANICURE



CLAUDIA STONE MARKETING & WEB 
DESIGN (Claudia Stone)
@claudiastone1_ | www.claudiastone.co.uk
Marketing and web design service for small businesses.

PRIZE: 1 HOUR MARKETING CONSULTATION WORTH
 £125

TASTY MATES (Nick Sunshine & Joe Woolf)
@tastymates | www.tastymates.co.uk

Tasty Mates was founded by two mates – Joe and Nick – who 
sought to portray their mates in sweets. That’s why each packet 
of Tasty Mates has a unique flavour relating to a personality trait 
found in many a friendship group. Whether you’re one half of 
The Perfect Pear, or The Berry Funny One, there is a flavour for 
you… and if there isn’t yet… watch this space!

PRIZE: MAKING MATES - CREATE YOUR OWN TASTY 
MATE SWEETS

LAVENDER BEAUTY COLLECTION
 (Lavinia Sklar)
@lavenderbeautycollection
Independent Consultant for The Body Shop at Home. Based 
in North London but deliver to all over the UK. Cruelty-free 
beauty, skincare and body care products that are 100% 
vegetarian and over 50% being vegan and use Community Fair 
Trade ingredients. Provide a personalised service and special 
discounts and bundles to those who order from me and can 
give tailored advice on skincare. Can also offer virtual parties 
and host pamper sessions for any occasion.

PRIZE: AVOCADO BODY BUTTER



JACK VOGLER THEATRE CONCIERGE 
(Jack Vogler)
@theatre_concierge | www.theatreconcierge.com
As London’s Theatre Concierge, I focus on what I know best: 
offering unique insight and expertise that you won’t find 
elsewhere. My reputation for unparalleled service stems 
from my career assisting high-profile figures within the 
entertainment industry. I’m truly excited to now offer this same 
high-level support to you. I want my clients to access the best 
of London’s world-class theatre. With a passion for detail and 
care, I am dedicated to providing a reliable and flexible service. 
Let me take care of the planning so you can focus on the thing 
that matters most - the show.  

PRIZE: A PAIR OF TICKETS TO A SHOW OF YOUR 
CHOICE! ENJOY PRIORITY ACCESS, THE BEST SEATS 
IN THE HOUSE, INTERVAL DRINKS AND MORE.

HANDL (Amy Lauren Wagner)
@handl.ondon | www.handlondon.net

Handl is a small business run by a mother-daughter duo selling 
Handls for every bag. Our Handls give an individual lease of life 
to any bag, camera, or massage bed with a detachable strap. 

PRIZE: A HANDL STRAP

T-TECH (Daniel Teacher)
@TTech_UK | www.ttech.uk.com

T-Tech are award-winning Accountancy & IT Specialists, 
providing business and technical consultancy, IT Support, and 
cloud solutions to accountancy firms and professional services 
across the UK. T-Tech helps their customers to improve their IT 
and business resilience, and identifies ways for them to work 
most efficiently and effectively. T-Tech ensure that technology 
supports business, not only in day-to-day operations, but also in 
strategies for growth.

PRIZE: £100 AMAZON VOUCHER



DESSERTS BY ADINA (Adina White)
@desserts_by_adina

Desserts by Adina bakes, makes and creates delicious kosher 
desserts, cakes and biscuits to order.  The menu changes 
seasonally, with an emphasis on a new menu for each of the 
Chagim.  I am able to make bespoke dessert packages to cater 
for every occasion from a small tea with friends, to Bar and Bat 
Mitzvahs and small kiddushim.  I also make a variety of DIY kits 
which are fun (and yum!) for all the family.

PRIZE: MEDIUM GIFT BOX

GABY GOLDRING HAIRSTYLIST 
(Gabriella Goldring)
@gabygoldringhairstylist

Hairdresser, cutting, colouring and styling as well as selling and 
styling wigs 

PRIZE: CUT AND BLOWDRY 




